Dear Fellow Prospector,

We’ll see you on the goldfields!

Thank you for your interest in our metal detecting and gold prospecting training courses. Our seasoned
instructors have the knowledge and experience to help put you on the fast track for success! Our
company has been a leading supplier of metal detection equipment since 1998, and our training division
is the only one in the United States to carry a full endorsement from Minelab Electronics. All of our
classes are held on private mining claims in the goldfields of Arizona. These properties encompass some
of the most historic gold-bearing ground in the entire state and are NOT open to the general public.
Many thousands of nuggets have been found in these regions by metal detectorists, and many are still
being found today.
The purpose of these classes is to provide the knowledge and hands-on training that is needed to
increase a person’s odds of finding gold with a metal detector. Some of the topics covered will include:
Understanding the Detector’s Controls, Ground Balancing, Proper Technique, Target Recovery,
Pinpointing, Recognizing Geological Clues, Prospecting Safety, and much more.
We can accommodate most all major brands of detectors. If you do not own your own metal detector,
that is no problem at all. You are welcome to use ours. In fact, we have some of the most advanced
detectors made by MINELAB on hand for those without their own equipment. Best of all, there’s no
extra charge for a day’s rental!

What is included?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personalized 1-Day training with a certified instructor
Access to private gold-bearing claims
The use of a metal detector (if needed)
The use of picks, headphones, and any other necessary equipment
3-Day Claim Pass!
Keep all the gold you find!

What is NOT included?
•

•

Food & Drink. You will need to pack a sack lunch and beverage for the day. We suggest
something simple that can pack easily in a cooler. Bring plenty of liquids.
Transportation. You will need to meet with the instructor and get yourself to the claims. Our
instructors will NOT provide transportation to and from your hotel/motel. All of our claims have
good access and a 4WD is not necessary.

Where am I going?

The Bradshaw Mountain Range, in central Arizona,
is 40 miles long and 25 miles wide and gives rise to
a number of important gold districts. These gold
districts are among the most productive placer
fields in the state and still yield gold to individual
prospectors working the area today. A 1926
geological report stated that mining from 23 mines
produced 870,827 ounces of gold and silver
between 1875-1923 although the writer felt that
number was inaccurate as not all mines were
included and placer gold was not represented. He
also made note that mining in the area began prior
to 1875, which was also unaccounted for. The gold
is extremely widespread and many smaller
tributary gullies and ravines have been worked but
these smaller deposits do not appear in any reports or other documentation. Reexamination of these
smaller streams has led to some excellent discoveries with the modern day metal detector.
The first known mining in the area was done by the
Yavapai Indians, called Kwevkapaya, who built forts and
mined copper. In the early 1800’s the area was
occupied by the Apaches as a means of keeping the
White settlers out. By 1863, the area became infiltrated
by gold-seeking miners from California, one of the first
being a party led by William Bradshaw. The mountain
range prior to Mr. Bradshaw was known as Silver
Mountain, but after the deaths of him and his brother
Ike, the mountains adopted a new name after them.
The brothers migrated to Arizona from California in the
mid 1800’s. They established a ferry across the Lower
Colorado River near La Paz, called the La Paz or
Bradshaw’s Ferry. While William led his party into the
mountain range in search of silver, his brother Ike
stayed at the ferry and when William discovered ore
deposits, Ike joined him. William was a heavy drinker
and returned to the Colorado River area to “dry out”.
He got a bad case of delirium and while suffering a
severe hallucination, he slit his own throat with a razor.
His body is laid to rest in an unmarked grave near La

Paz. Ike fared much better, working the mountains for ore deposits until the ripe old age of 66. He is laid
to rest in his beloved mountains near Bradshaw Springs with a crudely marked sign surrounded by a
white picket fence. The findings of these brothers and gold discovery by the Walker party, sparked
hundreds of men to flock to the mountain range and over the next 10-15 years placer deposits were
discovered in many of the creeks draining the Bradshaw Mountain Range.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Q. When do I meet with the instructor?
A. The classes are one (1) day in duration and typically begin around 8:30-9:00 AM, and end around

3:30 PM. This may vary slightly depending upon weather and other unforeseen factors.

Q. How should I dress?
A. Dress appropriately for being outdoors. We recommend long pants, hiking boots (NO steel toes!), a

long sleeve shirt, hat, and possibly a light jacket or sweater.

Q. Will I need a 4WD vehicle?
A. No. Our claims offer relatively easy access and can be reached in a standard 2WD vehicle. If you are

renting a car, we would suggest something with a decent amount of ground clearance. A pickup truck or
SUV are best.

Q. Where do I meet the instructor?
A. Where you meet the instructor will largely depend upon where you are departing from and how

familiar you are with the area. Adverse weather conditions can also affect the meeting place. Your
instructor will contact you by phone or email prior to the lesson and advise you where to meet.

Q. What should I bring?
A. Here is what we recommend you bring along for your outing:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Food and drink for the day. There is no refrigeration available at the claims, so we suggest a
small ice chest or cooler. A sandwich, bag of chips, and a piece of fruit make a good prospector’s
lunch.
Appropriate outdoor clothing. A jacket or sweater is a good idea.
Sunglasses and sunscreen.
Roll of toilet paper.
If you are bringing your own metal detector, please make sure you have fresh batteries and
extra parts. And don’t forget to test it before leaving the house. If you have a favorite pick or
digging tool, please bring that along as well.
A camera is also suggested to document your trip to the goldfields.

Q. What about restrooms?
A. As you may have already guessed, there are no bathroom facilities in the areas we visit. When in the

Arizona “Outback” the best bathrooms can be found behind a large bush!

Q. Will I need to hike or walk over rough terrain?
A. Yes. Although it is possible to drive and park very near the

claims, there will definitely be some walking and perhaps some
very light hiking involved. Rest assured you do not have to be a
mountain climber to participate. Most of the claims have easy
to moderate terrain and should not be problematic for anyone
that is in relatively decent physical shape. If you, or anyone in
your group has special physical needs, please be sure to inform
the office so that the instructor can prepare accordingly.

Q. Do I need a quad or UTV?
A. No. While you are welcome to bring these vehicles along,

they are not needed. Our claims can be reached by a standard
2WD vehicle. If you are renting a car, we would suggest
something with a decent amount of ground clearance. A pickup
truck or SUV are best.

Q. Can I keep what I find?
A. Absolutely! Any gold, coins, or treasure you find on our private mining claims is yours to keep. All we

ask is for the opportunity to photograph your finds.

Q. What about motels and restaurants?
A. There are accommodations available in the nearby towns of Prescott and Prescott Valley which are

less than an hour’s drive from the claims. There are numerous options, and price varies. There is also not
shortage of restaurants and fast food chains. Here is a short list of some of the hotels/motels available.

Prescott Valley, AZ:

* America’s Best Value Inn: (928) 772-2200
* Super 8 Prescott Valley: (928) 775-5888
* Comfort Suites: (928) 771-2100
* Fairgrounds RV Park: (928) 227-3310
www.fairgroundsrvpark.com

Prescott, AZ:

* Holiday Inn Express Prescott: (928) 445-8900
* Prescott Resort & Conference Center: (928) 776-1666
* Hampton Inn Prescott: (928) 443-5500
*Orchard Ranch RV Resort: (928) 772-8266
www.orchardrvresort.com
*Willow Lake RV Park: (928) 445-6311

Q. What about local attractions?
A. Here is a brief list of the more notable attractions in the region you will be visiting:
•

Sharlot Hall Museum – Prescott is home of the restored territorial Governor’s mansion built in

•

in 1864. The museum features seven historic buildings, compelling exhibits of early mining &
pioneer life, and beautiful gardens. Call 928-445-3122, or visit www.sharlot.org.
Whiskey Row – Whiskey Row is a vibrant center of activity in downtown Prescott, and while
the number of saloons has decreased greatly from a century ago, you’ll be at no loss to find a
great place to eat, view works of art, or simply enjoy the hometown feel of the “Square”.

•

Smoki Museum – This museum focuses on early Native American tribes that lived in the area.
There is a wonderful display of basketry, pottery, weavings and other artifacts. Call 928-4451230 or visit www.smokimuseum.org.

•

•

•

Antique Row – Browse and shop in the friendly atmosphere where specialty boutiques and
interesting galleries offer shoppers a delightful diversion. This historic city has long been known
as one of the West’s best places to shop for antiques.
Heritage Park Zoological Sanctuary – A non-profit wildlife sanctuary, dedicated to the
conservation and protection of native and exotic animals. Open year round, the sanctuary
provides a source of recreation, education, and entertainment for all. Call 877-778-6008, or visit
www.heritageparkzoo.org .
Bradshaw Mountains – These historic mountains to the south of Prescott have been called the
Mother Lode of Arizona. Dotted with old mines and ghost towns, a drive through the Bardshaw’s
offers a glimpse of what life would have been like for early miners and explorers 150 years ago.

Q. What will the weather be like at the claims?
A. Usually this is the best time of the year to be

prospecting in the desert. Skies are typically sunny, but
there is always the possibility of a winter storm. The
average HIGH temperature for this region is 65°F, and the
average LOW temperature for this region is 39°F.

Q. What is a Claim Pass?
A. A claim pass allows you to legally prospect on our

Bradshaw Property mining claims. It is available to all
those that have purchased a day or more of training. The
pass is valid for three (3) days, which begins the initial day
of training. The pass only covers the original purchaser. It
does not cover anyone that was not present during the
training class. These claims are patrolled, so please keep
your pass ready to present to a caretaker if asked.
Acceptable methods of prospecting are metal detecting
and panning. No gasoline powered equipment. Please
backfill all holes.

Q. What if I need to cancel?
A. If for any reason you need to reschedule or cancel your lesson, please do it as soon as possible. In

most all cases it is no trouble to accommodate these changes, however if a lesson is cancelled within 48
hours of the meeting time, you will forfeit 50% of the total amount charged for the lesson. If a lesson is
cancelled within 24 hours, you will forfeit the entire amount. We understand that emergencies do come
up, which is why we are willing to reschedule any lesson to a new date within one year. If a lesson is
cancelled before the 48 hour mark, there will be no fee. Please contact the main AZO office with any
additional questions.

Q. Do I need to pay the instructor?
A. No. Unless special arrangements have been made, you will always make payment prior to your

outing with the main AZO office. You are; however, welcome to tip your instructor.

Q. What about camping?
A. If you prefer to camp out under the stars, or from the comfort of your camper or motorhome, you

will be happy to know that dry camping is available at all of our claim sites. These lands are administered
by the BLM, and you are legally allowed to camp at one location for up to fourteen (14) days. There is no
charge, however no services are available.

Q. What are the chances I will actually find gold?
A. As any experienced prospector will tell you, when it comes to finding gold there is no guarantee.

While our instructors will do everything in their power to put you on the gold, we can make no
promises. The yellow metal is rare indeed, however many of our students have left with nuggets in their
pockets. These finds have ranged from tiny flakes, up to specimens weighing over 1-ounce! We have
noticed that those persons with a positive attitude and a willingness to listen to the instructor tend to do
the best. Our primary goal is to provide you with the knowledge needed to be a successful nugget
hunter. And that you will leave the course with these
invaluable skills and the confidence that you can go out
and find gold on your own.

Q. What about wildlife?
A. There is a strong possibility you could encounter

some native wildlife during one of our courses. Some
animals you may see could include: deer, coyote,
javelina, snakes, lizards, and an assortment of birds. If
you encounter any of these creatures, we encourage you
to take photos, but only from a distance. Many of these
creatures can prove dangerous if they feel threatened by
humans. When in doubt, leave them alone.

Q. What about plant life?
A. You will encounter a variety of desert flora during your day in the field. The most famous you might

spot is the Saguaro cactus (Carnegiea gigantean) which can grow to be over 70 feet tall! Other residents
include: Palo Verde tree, Catclaw, Ocotillo, Prickly Pear, Creosote, Cholla & Barrel cactus.

Q. Do I need a gun?
A. This question comes up a lot. The best answer is probably – no. The areas we visit are some of the

safest in the state, and a dangerous encounter with either a wild animal or human is very, very unlikely.
However, we will ultimately leave the decision to you.

Q. Do I need to have snake chaps?
A. Most snakes and other reptiles hibernate during the colder winter months. The chances of seeing a

snake are unlikely, but not impossible. Chaps or leggings offer protection not only from a venomous
bite, but also from sharp cactus thorns. While they are not a necessity, we do recommend them. If you
already own chaps – bring them. If you need a pair, they are available for purchase from the main AZO
office or at www.arizonaoutback.com.

Q. Can I bring my pet?
A. You are welcome to bring along your dog or cat, however please be aware that there are dangers in

the desert. Pets are curious and will often chase or approach wildlife. There is also a good chance they
could get into cactus or sticker brush. If possible, we suggest leaving your pet at home.

Q. If I decide I like metal detecting, can I purchase the equipment from you?
A. Yes, we specialize in metal detection equipment sales and are happy to assist you. In fact, once you

complete our course you are eligible for additional discounts off our already low prices. Ask your
instructor for details, or contact the main AZO office at (928) 777-0267.

Once again, we would like to thank you for interest in our training program. Should you have any other
questions regarding your trip, please do not hesitate to contact us. We are here to make sure your visit
is as enjoyable as possible. We look forward to seeing you in the Arizona Outback!

Arizona Outback, LLC
Direct Line: (928) 777-0267
info@arizonaoutback.com
www.ArizonaOutback.com

